nVisium Case Study: Bluescape

The Problem
Bluescape developed a new global architecture for their
next generation collaboration platform. One of their critical
needs was an effective architecture and controls validation
review to identify design flaws that could potentially
expose the platform and its infrastructure technology stack
to insecure configuration in an operational environment.

The Solution
Bluescape engaged nVisium to provide skilled security
engineering resources to conduct the validation review of
the new global architecture. nVisium not only validated
the strength of the established engineering practices
and conducted a thorough validation of the architecture
within a short period, but also identified and proposed
actionable remedial guidance for observed gaps in
technology, configuration and processes. The nVisium
team collaborated with Bluescape’s CISO, CTO and DevOps
leaders efficiently to deliver a comprehensive engagement
and final summary readout that was well received by
Bluescape’s executive constituents on time, cost-effectively,
and in-line with a growing company’s budget expectations.

ABOUT BLUESCAPE
Bluescape creates collaboration solutions that help
distributed teams perform their best–at work, on the
go, and at home. Its virtual work platform empowers
colleagues to see the big picture, make better
decisions, and drive positive results. Customers
include Fortune 100 companies, government
agencies, higher education, and leaders in media and
entertainment. Within the COVID-19 pandemic and
the uptick in remote working, Bluescape is the next
best thing to being in the same room. The platform
enables teams to get more done, more efficiently,
going far beyond the average collaboration tool.

ABOUT NVISIUM
nVisium empowers organizations to eliminate
security vulnerabilities through proven in-depth
assessments, remediation, and training programs.
Our experienced team of security-savvy engineers
help organizations establish best practices with high
ROI for their engineering and development lifecycles.
Through services, software solutions, and R&D,
nVisium provides security support for applications,
operating systems, networks, mobile, cloud, and IoT
unique to business operations, compliance initiatives,
and more. Additionally, nVisium offers instructorled and online security training. Privately owned
and founded in 2009, nVisium is headquartered in
Falls Church, Virginia, and names global Fortune
500 companies and household brands as
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